
Weaving Poetry & Indigenous 
Literature: Modelling a 
Collaborative Approach

Faye,  Gretchen, Michelle



Collaborative Planning
●Who are your students?
○Strengths
○stretches

●What curricular goals do you have for this lesson?

●How will we best address these goals, working together?

●Are there any particular students we need to ensure access, active 
participation and engagement in this lesson?



Curricular Goals/Competencies
●Increase engagement and participation for all students
●Deeper thinking/interpretation of a poem
●Increase risk-taking in sharing thinking and moving beyond the lines
●Enthusiasm for working with and appreciating poems
●How to annotate a poem

●This lesson is an introduction to a grade 10 unit on poetry.



Getting to Know the Class
●Strengths
○Calm and chatty, work with others
○Routinely have 24/28 attend, 2 of the missing stay connected online
○Read well – grade 5/6 – post secondary
○50% see themselves as readers
○Growing as writers
○ Strong personalities

●Stretches
○Work beyond their cliques
○Respectfully listening to others
○Poetry analysis
○Take a risk, not copy the teacher



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1IOuLqAmKMVOa4hH_kglM5v7ZBM6Cq0LA/view


https://elearning.tki.org.nz/Media/Im
ages/Seven-principles-of-learning

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/the-oecd-
handbook-for-innovative-learning-
environments/the-principles-of-learning-to-design-
learning-environments_9789264277274-5-en
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Essential Question:  Why do we govern 
each other and ourselves?
●Background and Context:
○ Had read Shadows Cast by Stars by Catherine Knutt.  All loved it.

●Connecting
○ Question:  what is poetry?
○ Read the poem to the students, inviting them to sketch as I read.  Gretchen sketched.  

Repeated reading 3 times, adding questions and key words
○ 3 minutes to talk in groups
○ 2-3 minutes to write in response to ’Who is the boy?’.  We write too.
○ Choose one phrase to share.



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GJZpgh5-nJojxdL3wiu77tz-b-tji1Cv/view


Essential Question:  Why do we govern 
each other and ourselves?
● Background and Context:

○ Had read Shadows Cast by Stars by Catherine Knutt.  All loved it.

● Connecting
○ Question:  what is poetry?
○ Read the poem to the students, inviting them to sketch as I read.  Gretchen sketched.  Repeated reading 3 times, adding questions 

and key words
○ 3 minutes to talk in groups
○ 2-3 minutes to write in response to ’Who is the boy?’.  We write too.
○ Choose one phrase to share.
○ See the image of the poem. “How does your thinking change?”                                                                  

● Processing
○ See the poem.  
○ 2 minute write.  What is the boy feeling?  How do you know?  What is the author’s point? What are you wondering?
○ Choose one phrase to share.
○ 2 minute talk in groups.  What is different for you from seeing/reading the poem and the words in front of you to hearing the poem?



https://heavyfeatherreview.org/2021/03/09/ly/?fbclid=IwAR1ydlFe8hSkBNM0M0A11IrgOYIPfQGaXzm2AQqanJDzA-_qlNX8mXUHFco

https://heavyfeatherreview.org/2021/03/09/ly/?fbclid=IwAR1ydlFe8hSkBNM0M0A11IrgOYIPfQGaXzm2AQqanJDzA-_qlNX8mXUHFco


http://drive.google.com/file/d/13EvfflUWKrYd2wn9Of08puQ-2WimSTOf/view


●Transforming and Personalizing
○3 minute discussion in groups. Gretchen:  Connect this poem to the novel and to the 

supernatural.  Faye:  Think about the boy – his past, present and is future.
○3 minute write.  What do you understand from this poem and why.



Writing Samples

What I normally do not see:
-level of reflective engagement
-emotive expression
-depth of personal connection



What I normally do not see:
- Metacognitive awareness – how thinking changes between oral read and 

print
- Willingness to interpret authorial intent
- Text connection to class novel
- Independent choice of quote to support thinking
- Confidence!



What I normally do not see:
-this amount of written text, unstructured and not mimicked
-metaphorical analysis – “following his own future self”
-willingness to share thinking in group, which then supported such depth in analysis

Michelle and Faye – I will write a transcript of this piece as the writing is tricky to decipher:)
“I think the boy is the creature the author was talking about. I wonder if this poem is about 
schizophrenia and abuse. I think the author was trying to tell us that sometimes we try to help 
people face obstacles even though they don’t tend to be helped. I wonder if this poem was trying 
to show us that we can’t understand how one other person feels even if we follow their 
footsteps.”

-ominous
-foggy
-blurred

-formatting
-usage of descriptive words

“I think the author used each word deliberately and the description he used made us think more 
deeper past the words and to formulate pictures.”

“I think the boy he is following is his future self and he is trying to warn him. It seems that 
something bad happens and that’s why the boy is not stopping because he does not want him to 
follow in his footsteps even though that’s what he’s doing and why the boy starts to scream.”



Reflections
●Assessment of collaboration
○More 1:1 attention to students, able to provide additional support for access and attention; 

more 1:3/4 attention when students in small groups
○Play off one and other “When Gretchen said …., I thought…” to better respond to 

student/class need and targets of the lesson
○Displaying 2 different styles of thinking and learning, different backgrounds, different 

expertise
○Better able to de-colonize our practices by supporting student talk to get rid of the 

expected silences so often found in classrooms 
○Modeling no one right answer, sharing and displaying our thinking and our ability to be in 

the moment, handling ambiguity and difference, and trusting 



Reflections
●Assessment of students “notices”
○Physical change in behavior – leaning in, eye contact, phones away
○Text evidence – pointing back to the poem “This is what I think and here is what it says in 

the poem.”
○Talk in groups needed support and coaching initially, very little as the class progressed
○No one left and latecomers stayed
○Writing was succinct, personal and connected
○Respectful discussions
○ Incorporated ideas sparked by both teachers and their modeled writing



District Supported Educator Learning



Next Steps
●Identify 2-3 literary devices the author used in the poem.  How were they 

effective?  Why would the author choose them?
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